We hope you've had a great month and are ready for another round of exciting news and upcoming CIBSE & industry events.

2019 ANZ Young Engineers Awards – Finalists Announced

How can buildings services professionals tackle climate change?
This was the question 2019 CIBSE ANZ Young Engineers Awards entrants responded to and now the judges have revealed the finalists!

Read more
Raising Awareness for Quality Lighting Design Down Under

CIBSE ANZ welcomes an Australian, and a New Zealand representative for the Society of Light and Lighting. Nigel Cross will represent the society in NZ and Andrew Foley will be the society’s representative in Australia.

Read more

Harness the Power of IoT

CIBSE ANZ has assembled industry leaders in five locations across the region to share case studies and examples of how the latest IoT technologies are being used to transform building services and operations for the next generation of users.

These seminars give building owners, operators, FMs and building services engineers and designers a look behind the curtain on major projects in the region, and worldwide.

Read more
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) fluid flow solutions without prototypes

Do you know how Simulation Technology has the ability to investigate many flow challenges which can introduce light into our assumptions regarding the movement of fluids and heat transfer throughout a space?

Two presenters shared their considerable expertise in the field of simulation technology through CFD and presented such parameters at the last CIBSE SA technical evening.

Read more

Biophilia for Engineers

Biophilia evokes a sense of affinity with the environment that we are in and because of the services engineers’ control we need to understand the effect that we have on how people connect with their spaces.

Read More
CIBSE WA | MATES in Construction - Suicide Prevention in the Construction Industry
6 August 2019
Read more

A Pressure Independent Future
The British Hotel, 58 Finniss Street, Adelaide, South Australia
Thursday 22 August 2019, 17:45 - 20:30
CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS

CIBSE SA | A Pressure Independent Future
IoT – The Neurology of Building Operations

IoT – The Neurology of Building Operations is your ticket to harnessing IoT for better building design and operation (and for a limited time tickets are available for all venues from $165)! These seminars give building owners, operators, FMs and building services engineers and designers a look behind the curtain on major projects and case studies in the region, and worldwide.

Book Now for any of the five locations.

CIBSE ANZ Annual Function and Awards Night

Thursday, 12 September 2019, Melbourne

The CIBSE ANZ Annual function will include a celebration of young talent from across Australia and NZ when the finalists of the Young Engineers Awards will gather for the announcement of the 2019 winners. CIBSE President, Lynne Jack, is set to join us from Malaysia, and together with industry leaders and VIPs, this is set to be a night of networking and celebration you don’t want to miss!

Join Us – Book before 11 August for early bird savings of up to 25%
Construction Rocks 2019

1st & 2nd August at The Mercury Theatre, Auckland

Construction Rocks NZ is the battle of the bands for the design, construction, infrastructure and property industry.

This year as well as the coveted CR trophy, the New Zealand outright winner will receive some music related goodies supplied by one of our sponsors. The winners from each night will have their band biography and video performance permanently posted on the CR website "hall of fame" to ensure their place in Construction Rock and Roll history!

All proceeds will go to the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Trust.

Get your ticket

Oceania Biophilia Summit 2019 - The Practice of Biophilia in Living Buildings

5 – 7 August 2019, Camp Glenorchy, South Island, NZ

The Summit provides all attendees with the opportunity over a period of two and half days to immerse in the exploration of Biophilia and how this can truly influence the design process.

Register Here
Linkedin Post of the month
Credit to the fantastic CIBSE NSW YEN team for another fantastic fast 5 event!

Tweet of the month
Great news from the @ASBEC1 Building Code taskforce on their new strategy including technical input, compliance and skills. @AIRAHnews @EECouncil @FrankieMuskovic @Cartledge_J @ABCB_NCC @rooney_davina @lukemenzel